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The Planets & Our Solar System CA Science Standards: 5b. The solar system includes the Sun, planets and their satellites, asteroids, and comets.



Objects in Our Solar System ► Our



solar system is made up of the sun, eight planets, their moons or satellites (about 166 in our solar system), dwarf planets, comets, asteroids and meteors…



Based on Harcourt 2002 ed, Pages 342-351



Mnemonic phrase to remember the order of the planets, starting from those closest to the sun:
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►



The planets in our solar system can be divided into two groups, based on their location in relation to our sun and their physical make up.



1.



Inner planets Outer planets



2. ►



FACT: All of the planets in our solar system are in orbit around the sun.



There is also a natural dividing line between the two: The Asteroid Belt



The Inner Planets



(nearest to the sun)



are small and rocky: ► Mercury – the closest planet to the sun, with the shortest



orbit. It is about half the size of Earth’s moon



► Venus - about the same size as Earth and the hottest



planet



► Earth - the only planet that has liquid water and that



supports complex life



► Mars – sometimes called the “Red Planet” because of its



red, iron-oxide soil, It also has 2 moons and the largest volcano in our solar system



A solar system is a group of planets and their moons that orbit a central star
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The Outer Planets



(nearest to the sun)



are giant balls of gas (made mostly of hydrogen and helium) and are also more massive than the inner planets ► Jupiter - the largest planet in or solar system, has a thin



ring, and about 63 moons



► Saturn - has wide and bright rings and about 60 moons



moons



► Uranus - has about 27 moons and a faint ring ► Neptune - has about 13 moons, a faint ring and it’s



considered to be the windiest planet in our solar system



Online Resources to learn more about our solar system



Size Comparison



► Planet



10 Interactive Model of the Solar System http://archive.planetscience.com/planet10/solar_preload.html



► History



Channel Interactive Universe www.history.com/shows/theuniverse/interactives/interactive-universe



► Kids



Astronomy Solar System Interactive – www.kidsastronomy.com/solar_system.htm
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Headline News:



Symphony of the Planets a song by Mr. Rojas



www.rrojas.com/home/rojassongs/symphonyoftheplanetssong



► Pluto



Pluto Demoted!!!



used to be considered a planet until 2006…



► In



2006, the International Astronomical Union defined a planet as a body that orbits the sun, is spherical, and is large enough to clear its orbit.



► They



reclassified Pluto as a “dwarf planet” because it is not large enough to clear a path around its orbit (to clear its own orbit means a planet has



become gravitationally dominant, and there are no other bodies of comparable size other than its own satellites or those otherwise under its gravitational influence.)



What is a Satellite? ►a



body that revolves around a planet. This could be “natural” like a planet's moon(s) or “man-made” like a communications satellite.
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Moons



(natural satellites)



►



Every planet in our solar system, except Mercury and Venus, has at least one natural satellite, or moon (a body that orbits a planet).



►



Total moons: @ 166



►



Mercury – 0 Venus – 0 Earth – 1 Mars – 2 Jupiter – 63 Saturn – 60 Uranus – 27 Neptune – 13



Jupiter



and one of its 60+ moons



Some of the many moons in our solar system
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Planet Rings ► The



gas giants all have rings, though some are pretty faint.



► Planet



rings are made of tiny bits of dust, ice crystals, and small pieces of rock.



Asteroids & the Asteroid Belt ► Asteroids



are small, rocky objects that move around the sun.



► Most



of them are scattered in a large area between the orbit paths of Mars and Jupiter called “the asteroid belt”, and rarely move through other parts of the solar system.
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Comets ►A



Comet is a small mass of dust and ice that orbits the sun in a long, oval-shaped path.



► When



a comet’s orbit takes it close to the sun, some of the ice on the comet’s surface changes to water vapor and streams out to form a long, glowing tail.



► Halley’s



Comet, one comet that is visible to Earth, takes 77 years to complete its path.



Meteors & Meteorites ► Meteors



are pieces of rock that travel through space. If a meteor reaches a planet's surface, it is called a meteorite.
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What two forces keep planets revolving around the sun (and moons around planets)? ►



What is Gravity? http://activities.macmillanmh.com/science/ca/grade5/g5_ch6_ls3_ereview.html



The Law of universal gravitation (gravity): All objects



in the universe are attracted to all other objects. This attraction is observable only when the masses of the objects are huge (i.e.: planets and the sun).



►



The first law of motion (inertia): A moving object will



continue to move (in a straight line) until an outside force acts on it.



►



The balance between these two forces inertia and gravitation also keeps Earth in orbit around the sun. It also keeps other planets and their moons in their particular orbits.



Question: Why doesn’t gravity cause the moon to fall to the Earth?



Newton’s Laws of Motion Interactive Check out the 1st law of Motion (Inertia)



http://science.discovery.com/interactives/literacy/newton/newton.html



Answer: The Earth's gravity pulls everything toward the Earth. In order to orbit the Earth, the velocity of a body, like the moon, must be great enough to overcome the downward force of gravity. Because the moon is moving very rapidly and because there is almost no air resistance to slow it down, it falls at the same rate as Earth’s surface curves. This is the same thing that happens with other objects that orbit other objects – moons around other planets and planets around the sun.
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►



The moon circles Earth in a path called an orbit (the path



one body in space takes as it revolves around another body). The moon’s orbit is the path that results when



inertia and gravitation act together. Gravitation between the Earth and the moon keep the moon from flying off into space because of its inertia.
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